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Air Bank had a number of trips to the U.S., and th'!t they sort of - that there's been 

a misrepresentation of the length of that relationship and the extent of it. 

There's -- I've been told and have not confinned that Nigel Farage had 

additional trips to the Ecuadoran Embassy than the one that's been in the papers 

and that he provided data to Julian Assange. 

MR. SCHIFF: What kind of data? 

Time is up. 

MR. SCHIFF: Can we just get an answer to that. 

MR. SIMPSON: A thumb drive. 

MR. SCHIFF: Thumb drive. Thank you. 

EXAMINATION 

BY 

Q Just a couple questions, Mr. Simpson. 

Did the DNC or the Hillary Clinton campaign for presidency ever direct 

Christopher Steele to discuss the contents of his dossier with the media that you're 

aware of? 

A I was the one that directed him 10 do that. 

Q Okay. When did you direct Christopher Steele 10 discuss the 

contents of his dossier with the media? 

A I think that there was -- I believe it was late -- it was sometime in 

September or October. I hesitate to be 100 specific because it's a little blurry. 

Q Of2016? 

A Yes, sir. 

Q Did you do thaI of your own volition, or did you do that allhe direction 

of a client or another entity? 
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A I want to be as helpful I can without getting into client communications. 

So I guess I would like to say generally, I mean - generally when 

reporters - when we have to deal with the press, we would inform our clients that 

we were doing -- you know, in any case if you're dealing with the press, it's 

incumbent on you to, you know, make sure your client knows that. 

Q Right So are you saying it's a particular client confidentiality that 

prevents you from asking - answering who, if anyone, directed you to have 

Christopher Steele go to the media with the dossier information? 

MR. LEVY: First, I'm not sure you characterized his testimony correctly; 

but second, he has been as helpful as he can be with' this question without getting 

into confidential client communications. 

No, I understand. 'I'm just trying to look for which 

confidential client communication he's referring to, because certain clients have 

provided disclosures and relief from that confidentiality agreement. 

MR. LEVY: This client has not authorized Mr. Simpson to discuss 

confidential client communications. 

Okay. So this client would not be then Perkins Coie? 

MR. LEVY: Perkins Coie has not authorized Mr. Simpson to discuss client 

communications. 

This specific communication? 

MR. LEVY: Any. 

Any. So their statements in - that the general counsel for 

Perkins Coie wrote releasing Fusion GPS from client confidentialities, are you 

aware of that? Are you -

MR. LEVY: That letter releases Fusion GPS from no longer protecting the 
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identity of the client. It does not release Fusion GPS from client communications. 

I understand. So if Perkins Coie were to at some point in 

the future provide such a disclaimer or a release, would you then be in a position 

to answer that question? 

MR. LEVY: We'd have to look at it and -- but if it released our client from 

confidentiality, we'd take that under advisement and talk to their counsel and -

Okay. 

MR. LEVY: I want to make sure we're not waiving other privileges that 

we've asserted in this investigation as well, including the First Amendment, but--

Q And my last question for you, Mr. Simpson, is why did you go to direct 

Mr. Steele to go to the media with the information in the Steele dossier? 

A Sure. Well, so there were two instances of this or rounds of it, and I 

think I was beginning to recount this earlier. In the - in whatever the first round 

was, I assume it was sometime in mid-September or early October, it was mainly 

about telling the press, a few high-level members of the national security press, 

and the, you know, top-level press that we had information that there was a 

Russian intelligence operation that the Russians were engaged in, you know, that 

this was more than just hacking, and that there was a major effort to interfere with 

the election, and that it allegedly involved the Trump Organization. 

And the reason for that. the motivation for that was mainly because I 

thought that this was historic and that it was something the press needed to 

investigate and know about and ask the Intelligence Community about because I 

wanted to e xpose It. 

But, you know, we were operating under the assumption at that time that 
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Hillary Clinton was going to win the election and so there was no urgency to it. 

And there was an assumption on my part that nothing would be published about 

any of this any time likely before the election, and I wanted to tell them about it 

because that was when it was happening. 

But I didn't, you know - it was -- basically in a political campaign , you know, 

when you get past Labor Day people stop publishing stories that could be 

perceived as a late hit or an October surprise or some kind of a stunt. 

And so, you know, in a presidential campaign you're sort of winding down at 

that point. You know, all of the information that you needed to gather for debates 

or political ads or anything like that, it's all been gathered. 

And so - anyway, so we wanted people to know. And we were also of the 

view by that point - we'd been doing the research for two-plus months -- we were 

of the view that there was really something here, that this was really bad, and that 

there was some serious allegations that it wasn't just Russians. It was Russians 

working with Americans. 

So that was round one. Then -- and indeed, no one ran off and wrote a big 

story about how Russian - how a British spy is -- thinks that. you know. the 

Russians are working with the Trump people. 

There were, you know, a trickle of siories, you knqw, I guess more than a 

trickle, but there were some very limited stories about people associated with 

Trump having connections to the Russians. And I can remember specifically 

there being stories about Carter Page and his trip to Moscow and the fact that thai 

was something that was of FBI interest, and that Carter Page stuff is something 

that we covered with the media. 

But anyway, so none of that made a dent in the sort of general coverage, 
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and it didn't bother me because I wasn't expecting any of it to really make a dent. 
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(6:05 p.m.] 

MR. SIMPSON: Come the end of October, some extraordinary things 

started happening. The Russians -- WikiLeaks releases John Podesta's emails , 

and then, you know, most extraordinary of all, James Comey sends a letter to 
, 

Congress saying he is reopening the Hillary Clinton email investigation. And that 

was, I believe, around the 25th. And, you know, if you are me, you know, and you 

have been in politics and campaigns and investigations, and this is your whole 

world, and you have been doing it basically since you got out of college, you know, 

one of the things that you -- that is really ingrained in you is the rules of 

Washington -- and when I say rules, I mean like regulations of the Justice 

Department about interfering with an election. It is not something that you are just 

aware of as a technical requirement, it is something the people embrace, which is 

that law enforcement shouldn't interfere in elections by announcing investigations 

of people at the last minute. 

And so we were shocked, and I fel t - I mean, I guess I was angry. But in 

any case, you know, the result of that was predictable, which is that, you know, it 

began to influence the election. And , so, we tried to decide how to respond to 

that. And when I say "we," I mean like me and my little, you know, company, and 

Chris and , you know -- I didn't have any dealings with Mrs. Clinton or any of these 

other people. They were dealing with -- that was their thing. But I was silting on 

th is piece of knowledge, which was that, in fact, the FBI was investigating the' 

Trump organization for possibly having illegal dealings with the Governrnent of 

Russia. And you can imagine if you are me or Chris Steele and we have been 

sitting here working --

and they seemed to be very seriously running a 
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counterintelligence/espionage investigation of the Donald Trump organization, and 

all of a sudden they announce that they are reopening Hillary case, you know, 

you're kind of, what's going on here? 

So at that point, I, of course, was really confused, and I would say Chris 

was a little scared, because he didn't -- he thought that - he didn't really 

understand what was going on with the FBI. In any event, at that point I felt like 

the rules had just been thrown' out and that Comey had violated the sort of one of 

the more sacrosanct policies, which is not announcing law enforcement activity in 

the closing days of an election. 

And so, we began talking to the press'again about - we decided that if 

James Comey wasn't going to tell people about this investigation that, you know, 

he had violated the rules, and we would only be fair if the world knew that both 

candidates were under FBI investigation. 

BY 

Q Which outlets In the press were you talking to? 

A I am not going to answer that. 

Q Okay. Do you know John Podesta? 

A I have known John since he was working in the Clinton administration. 

Q Had you met with Mr. Podesta in the fall in the election campaign 

season? 

A No. 

Q So you never met with Mr. Podesta in September or October or 

November of 2016? 

A No. 

Q Had you had any communications with Mr. Podesta from, say, May 
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of 2016 through November of 2016 regarding the matters we are discussing 

today? 

A No. I don't think so. 

lOS 

a So have you ever exchanged or has he ever requested, he being John 

Podesta, information regarding the Steele dossier or its contents on behalf of the 

Hillary Clinton campaign from you or your company, Fusion GPS? 

MR. LEVY: Just to clarify your question, because it got fast, you are 

talking about during that same time period, May to November 2016? 

Yeah. 

a Let's go May through November 2016. 

A No. 

a Any time before May that you ever communicated with Mr. Podesta 

- about that information? 

A No. I think the -- as I say, I knew John when I was covering the 

Clinton scandals and he was in the White House working for Bill Clinton . And I 

saw him now and then on the subway after that, and I didn't see him or talk to him, 

or, to my recollection, have any other kind of communication with him in 2015 or 

2016. 

a So to the best of your memory, you never met with him or had any 

communications with him during those 2 years? 

A That's right. 

Thank you. 

BY 

a So earlier a moment ago you were discussing how after Comey sent 
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this memo reopening the Clinton investigation, you said we had to decide how to 

respond. Who is "we" in that statement? 

A It's mainly a reference to myself and to Chris. You know, it was 

mainly between Chris and myself. 

Q Anyone else? 

A You know, I am not going to get into client communications, but, you 

know, I was sti ll working for a client at that time. 

Q Did you discuss with your client how to respond? 

MR. LEVY: I think that is confidential. 

MR. SIMPSON : I am not going to give you that. 

BY 

Q And you said that the response you decided on was to inform the 

press that both candidates were under FBI investigation? 

A Well, what I thought was appropriate was for -- to give the press 

enough information so that they could go to the FBI and ask them if both 

candidates were under investigation. So what we more specifically did was, you 

know, we told them that, you know, we had given this information to the FBI and 

that, you know, we thought the FBI was probably investigating, and that they 

should ask the FBI if, in fact, they were investigating. And so they did. So the 

FBI, it appears, told them they weren't investigating. 

Q Did you testify earlier, it was your opinion as a Washington veteran 

that you thought Mr. Comey's statement, or letter, might Improperly or irregularly 

influenced the outcome of the 2016 Presidentia l election? 

A I am sorry, could you repeat that? 

Q I believe you testified earlier, and I just wanted to confirm, that you 
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thought Mr. Comey's letters to Congress and/or statements concerning the 

reopening of the Clinton investigation might improperly have an influence on the 

outcome of the 2016 election? 

A It's my understanding that -- it was my feeling at the time he had 

violated both the norms of our campaigns and Justice Oepartment policy by 

disclosing or announcing or taking those kinds of investigative steps within 

2 weeks of Election Oay. 
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Q And one of the reasons those norms were in place or you thought his 

actions were improper, is that there was at least the very high potential for those 

actions to influence the 2016 election. Isn't that right? 

A Yes, it is. 

Q So by deciding what you were going to do in response once the, as 

. you said, the rule book had been thrown out the window, was it also your purpose 

or intent to counterbalance Mr. Comey's actions by potentially influencing the 

outcome of the election? 

A Well, I guess I would put it a little differently. So, I mean. the first 

thing that happened when this FBI stuff came out was that we were totally 

shocked. And Chris was concerned that something was happen ing at the FBI 

that we didn't understand, and that there may be some political maneuvering or 

improper influence. And, so, we were very concerned that the information that we 

had about the Russians trying to interfere in the election was going to be covered 

up. And this was some really bad stuff. We were now in late October, and It was 

clear that there was a massive attack on our election system by the Kremlin. And 

that it was, you know, a crisis, and that, you know, so we felt that this needed to be 

exposed . 
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And so it wasn't so much, you know, a case of, you know, tit for tat as that 

we didn't really understand what's happening, and it was really bad stuff that was 

happening, and if the press is going to be writing about all these investigations, we 

should expose this stuff. 

a And was the purpose or intent of the exposure to potentially affect the 

outcome of the election? 

A It was to expose a sinister plot by Vladimir Putin, a hostile foreign 

power, to attempt to alter the outcome of an American Presidential election. And 

that was the goal. You know, and again, I mean, basically our behavior after the 

election was of the same ba.sic character. At some point, it became about 

blowing the whistle on this. And I would say that was the point at which it was a 

lot bigger issue. And as an ex-journalist, I still have a little bit of that in my blood, 

and I wanted to expose it for the sake of letting people know what's going on. 

a And did you discuss that plan to expose this information with Perkins 

Coie, the Clinton campaign, or the ONC? 

A I am going to decline to answer that. 

MR. SCHIFF: Mr. Simpson, I want to ask you a very open-ended question, 

because a lot of the information has been very helpful, but I am concerned that we 

may not know the right questions to ask you. So let me ask it in a very general 

way. You know the parameters of our investigation. We are interested in any 

contacts between then-candidate Trump, his family, his campaign, and the 

Russians. We are particularly interested in any of the Russian active measures, 

any leverage the Russians may exert over the President or his team. 

You have itemized a number of things, including Russian money involved in 

transactions with Trump properties, and suspicious activity potentially between the 
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campaign, Nigel Farage and Assange-Wikileaks. Are there other issues that came 

to your attention that are not contained in the Steele dossier that you 

think we ought to be aware of that you either were able to substantiate in part, or 

you were not able to fully investigate but you think that, in the exercise of due 

diligence, that we really need to? 

MR. SIMPSON: So I guess the first one that I think that we haven't 

covered at all, would be the Center for the National Interest and the people 

involved in the Center for the National Interest. And among other things - well, 

importantly Dimitri Simes is known in the Russian expat community as a 

suspected Russian agent. And I believe he is known to the FBI as a suspected 

Russian agent. And I think that you could develop more information in that area 

from talking to Russian intelligence defectors and people who come to this country 

and have been given refuge from Russian intelligence. 

There are a number of Russian defectors who, I think, maybe could speak 

to that. I think there are some records around that might reflect some of that. 

And I think that is -- given their fundamental role in creating the Trump foreign 

policy, I think that is a really important area. I think talking to Russian intelligence 

defectors in general about what they think was going on and what they've heard is 

probably a useful thing to do. 

I think that the origins of the Manafort-Stone-Trump relationship is an 

interesting area. I have looked, spent a lot of time looking last year at Roger 

Stone - you know, Roger Stone made ajoke at one point about how Paul 

Manafort had disappeared, and he was last seen like carting bags of cash onto 

Yanukovich's plane or something like that. You know, Roger Stone has done 

work in Ukraine. He did work in Ukraine around the same time as Manafort. 
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And I think he has a little more knowledge of Manafort's Ukrainian activities. 

And they both - Stone was a protege of a Republican political fellow named Arthur 

Finkelstein, who hired him to work on the Nixon campaign. And Finkelstein was 

one of the first consultants to really appreciate how to target voters in a way that 

somewhat resembles the way the Trump campaign and the Russians did. And he 

spent many years -- he worked -- Finkelstein worked with Stone and Manafort In 

Ukraine in or around 2005, 2006, for the same cllst of bad guys. And later went 

off to Hungary to work for the pro-Russian prime minister there, Victor Orban, and 

went into business over there. A~d there is a lot of allegations coming out of the 

Hungarian expat community about all of that. And, so, I think that is an important 

area. That is one of the -- you know, we've picked up that Hungary is inside the 

EU, and it's essentially - you know, Orban is essentially a Putin puppet and the 

GRU has a big station there, and there is a lot of unexplained travel by various 

people. And we have heard a lot of rumors about that, and a lot of allegations 

since beginning of last year. 

MR. SCHIFF: And I mean this is obviously a public transcript, we know 

a bout Carter Page's travel there. Are there other individuals -

MR. SIMPSON: Well, it was our information that Gorka had been there 

about three times. At least two of those he tried to keep low profile. I am told 

J.D. Gordon did, but I don't know -- I just don't know whether that is reliable. I 

guess this is transitioning into another area, if you are interested in looking at 

things, is, you know, the European travel of certain people. And I would include 

Jared and Ivanka in that. 

And there Is a very puzzling sequence of events that we spent a lot of time 

looking at -- first of all, I will just back up and say, you know, travel records. My 
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assumption is that, you know, the FBI or the Special Counsel, like one of their 

methodological first steps would be to get all the travel records for all these 

people, as they are relatively doable if you are in lawenforcement. And I think 

that would tell you a lot. But there is a specific sequence of event.s that has 

intrigued us for a long time, where Cohen and Ivanka and Jared and Trump, and I 

can't remember whether Manafort's in this mix too, are all in the Hamptons area in 

August, and Dmitry Rybolovlev's plane is somewhere nearby, and flies to Nice. 

And then most of these guys sort of come off -- fall off the radar and then, you 

know, I think it's the 12th of August, Rybolovlev's plane lands in Dubrovnik, and 

Jared and Ivanka surface in Dubrovnik. And I don't know how they got there or 

whether they got there on his plane. 

But those are things I have been interested in for a long time. The plane, 

you know, we have been told that Rybolovlev's boat was also nearby. There 

were all these other yachts nearby and that, you know, there had been rumors of 

meetings between Tnump people and Russians on yachts off Dubrovnik. And the 

Rybolovlev jet then flies to Budapest from Dubrovnik. And I can't tell you whether 

it's meaningful or not, but there are certainly things I was interested in and still find 

unanswered and intriguing. I guess the same would -- again, I don't know what 

Mr. Cohen has told you, but his public statements about his whereabouts I found 

unsatisfying. 

MR. SCHIFF: Did you find evidence that Mr. Cohen had been part of this 

delegation? 

MR. SIMPSON: Again, our abilities to do these things are pretty limited, 

but we can be creative. And we found, you know, his daughter's Instagram 

account had her hop-scotching around this general southern Europe area during 
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some of this time. And I haven't refreshed my memory about all of this, but, you 

know, we got the impression that he was with her for some of the time. And then . . , 

you know, given the specificity of the allegations in the second Prague memo 

about their meeting in Prague, I have been - you know, given the gravity of the 

allegation and the specificity of it, generally I have been waiting for - I mean, I 

would sit down -- if that allegation had been made about me, I would sit down with 

my lawyer and we would reconstruct my whereabouts, and we would look through 

credit card bills and airplane tickets and, you know, my phone records. And there 

is many, many ways to account for your whereabouts in modern life if you want to. 

And I haven't seen him put any of that stuff out. So I find that intriguing. 

MR. SCHIFF: And what other issues do you recommend that we look at? 

MR. SIMPSON: I think the history of the Agalarovs is important, and the 

role that Irakly Kaveladze played in the Trump Tower meeting is important. And I 

think that there is a lot to find out about Kaveladze. You know, I should add, as 

we have said publicly, I was not aware of the Trump Tower meeting, and no one 

told me about it before it, and no one told me about it after. But I have a little bit 

of knowledge of Kaveladze and a little bit of knowledge of the Agalarovs. 

Kaveladze surfaced in a previous money laundering investigation. I think there is 

more information about that money laundering investigation in the possession of 

the government than just the GAO report, and that Kaveladze has been working 

with the Agalarovs since the early '90s, and they have been involved in a lot of 

money laundering, and that some of it goes back to suspected KGB money 

laundering . 

So, I think that is a rich area. And I was as shocked as anyone to see; you 

know, these two matters intersect in the way they did. I nonetheless feel it's very 
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important to get to the bottom of what was going on there. So I think there is a lot 

to look for there. 

Three minutes, sir. 

MR. SCHIFF: Any other areas that you haven't discussed already that 

raise concerns for you that you were not able to finish in terms of your own 

investigation? 

MR. MUSE: Since you have 3 minutes, why don't we take a little bit of a 

break, and then we might be a little more efficient. Is that okay? 

MR. SCHIFF: Sure. 

[Recess.] 

MR. SIMPSON: Okay. I did think of some things. 

MR. MUSE: So we are back on the record? 

MR. SCHIFF: Yes, back on the record. 

MR. SIMPSON: So, you know, I could probably think of other things, but I 

think one thing that is worth looking at is the relationships among people that are 

not known to be related, whether the Agalarovs know the Arifs , whether some of 

the other Russian oligarchs, whether they have social or business relationships, 

including that Roman Abramovich. And I think this question of the travel histories 

of Don Jr. and Ivanka, and whether they had other meetings with Russians is an 

area that is unexhausted. And specifically, the connections between the 

Ibramovichs and Ivanka and 'Jared is something that requires looking into, if it 

hasn't been. 

So those are kind of - I mean, as I look at a lot of these guys, I see, you 

know, a Russian Central Asian organized crime nexus. So, I think the Arifs are in 

that category, and the Agalarovs are in that category, and I think they know each 
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other. I thilik they go to eaoh other's children's weddings. And I think those 

weddings take place in Italy. 
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So that Is important. I think there is a lot of aotivity we saw around the 

island of St. Martin in the Caribbean, and a lot of Russian activity. President 

Trump has a property there he has been quietly trying to sell. And there might 

have been some meeting activity there. The Turkey-Russia connection I think is 

deeper than is generally understood. I think that the Turkey-Russia --I think that 

the influence campaign that General Flynn got caught up In is reflective of that. 

And I think it's not been excavated. And I think that Roger Stone may have 

connections to that matter that are unexplored. 

MR. SCHIFF: Why do you say that? 

MR. SIMPSON: Things I heard from sources. I think Ted Malloch is an 

important person in this whole picture. And he may have had some role in all 

that. He is an Interesting person who crosses over from Brexit, UKIP, Trump, and 

the Turkey-Russia issue. And then the last thing I would add is, you know, we 

haven't talked about Deutsohe Bank at all. You know, I think they obviously know 

a fair bit. But they are obviously within your subpoena power, and I am assuming 

you probably already asked them to provide information. 

You are out of time, sir. 

MR. SCHIFF: Thank you. 

Q So this round I am going to attempt to keep my questions short, and 

would ask that you might be brief with your answers. I appreciate how fulsome 

you' have been in response to our questions, but want to be respectful of 

everybody's times. So if we could get through some things quickly, and as 
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necessary we can elaborate. Can you just briefly describe how you met individual 

Natalia Veseln itskaya or came to know her? 

A Sure. I think this is largely induded in the previous answer, but I was 

retained by Baker Hostetler, and didn't know of her existence until they told me 

there was a lawyer for the Prevezon company, a Russian lawyer. And eventually, 

they mentioned her a few times, and eventually they mentioned her name. And at 

some point, you know, they introduced me to her. 

a Do you recall when that was? 

A I don't. I assume it was sometime in mid·2014. 

a And I assume that you have seen reporting , or otherwise know that 

she attended what has become known as the Trump Tower meeting on June 9, 

2016? 

A Yes. 

a And that she presented material to Trump associates regarding Bill 

Browder and the Magnitsky Act. Are you aware of that? 

A I am aware of that. 

MR. LEVY: Are you aware of the report? 

BY 

a Are you aware that she presented material relating to Bill Browder and 

the Magnitsky Act during that meeting? 

A I have read that. To be clear, I didn't know about this meeting before 

it happened, and I didn't know about it after it happened. And I found out about it, 

t think, you know, within a day of it being disclosed in the New York Times. 

Someone called me and said you heard about this meeting? And I said no. So 

anyway, that was the first I had heard about it. That was in the spring of this year. 
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I, of course, have read that information..,. some of the -- one of the subjects was 

Browder. And I have been asked about it by another committee, and so I am 

familiar with that. 

Q Is the information that she provided during that meeting, did it 
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incorporate information that you or Fusion GPS had come up with as part of your 

work on the President investigation? 

MR. LEVY: He has already told you he wasn't at the meeting and wasn't 

told about the meeting before or afterwards, so I don't know how he could answer 

that question. 

Mr. Levy, I understand that he has testified he doesn't know 

about the meeting before or afterwards, but that does not preclude his knowledge 

of what Ms. Veselnitskaya potentially presented from press reports or from talking 

to others after the fact. If he has no knowledge of what she presented or how it 

relates to his work, I am happy to - he is welcome to testify to that effect. 

A I have no knowledge of what transpired at that meeting. No one has 

ever told me what happened there. But I will say, you know, the Prevezon case 

was about the issues that she reportedly talked about. So that is alii can tell you. 

Q Have you seen the reporting, and particularly, the talking points or 

materials on this topic, recently published by The New York Times? 

MR. LEVY: You want to show a document to him? 

MR. SIMPSON: Is there a specific report that you are referring to? 

mean they have done a lot of reporting on this. So I don't know how to answer 

your question. 

BY 

Q So there was a specific report within the past month or so stating that 
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the material or the talking points that Veselnitskaya presented during this Trump 

Tower meeting had been socialized in some way with the Kremlin. And attached 

to that report was a set of documents purporting to be --

A Oh--

Q - the talking points. 

MR. LEVY: There is a lot floating around on the Internet, and The New 

York Times has published a number of stories on this subject. And I just would 

ask, out of fairness to the witness. if there is a specific article or publication to 

which you are referring. if you could just produce it and show it to the witness so 

there is no confusion for the record. 

MR. GLABE: I arn asking if he knows about the specific material. If he 

doesn't know about it, we can refresh his memory later. But I am just asking 

whether he knows about this specific material. 

MR. LEVY: I appreciate thaI. I just think that the question itself is not 

sufficiently precise, particularly if there is an actual newspaper story that we could 

show him. 

All right. We will do that on the next round . 

Q When was the last time that you saw Ms. Veselnitskaya in person prior 

to her meeting at Trump Tower on the afternoon of June 9th, 2016? 

A We were at a hearing at the U.S. Court of Appeals in New York City. 

And I attended the hearing along with the rest of the Baker legal team. She was 

there. 

Q And so we includes her? 

A She was -- yes. 
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